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A new family of planar nanostructures having graphene-like
electronic band structure is theoretically investigated by
density functional theory (DFT). Based on general perturbation
theory and a tight-binding model, it was shown that graphene-
like planar structures, consisting of identical nanoparticles with
relatively weak contacts between them, should have an
electronic band structure with Dirac cones. Two such
structures, consisting of 71- or 114-silicon atom nanoparticles,
were investigated by DFT using VASP software package. The

band-structure calculations show the presence of Dirac cones
with electron group velocity equal to 1.05� 105 and
0.53� 105m/s, respectively. By generalizing the theory, a
new family of 3D structures having intersecting areas with
linear dispersion in the band structures was derived. As an
example, the band structure of identical 25-atom silicon
nanoclusters arranged in a simple cubic lattice was calculated.
It was shown that the band structure has features similar to the
Dirac cones.
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1 Introduction Graphene, since it has been obtained
in experiments, has been subject to intense attention [1].
This material is of interest not only because of its potential
application in a wide variety of areas, but from a
fundamental point of view as well, due to its unique
electronic properties. The presence of so-called Dirac cones,
i.e., regions with intersecting linear dispersion, in the
graphene electronic structure leads to a new relativistic-kind
dynamics with its own peculiarities, for example, the Klein
paradox [2]. The experimental realization of graphene gave
an opportunity to use graphene as a basis for investigations
of a new type of particles—massless charged fermions,
which do not otherwise occur in nature [2].

However, these particular properties can be reproduced
not only in graphene itself or in its recently discovered
silicon analog silicene [3]. There are several ways to build
up systems, which will be described by analogous
mathematical apparatus. Such systems are based on creation
of a potential with hexagonal symmetry and are often called

“artificial graphene”. These structures have the advantage of
a high degree of control over various system parameters,
including the unit cell size, which can depend on the
implementation. A vivid example of that is strong spin–orbit
coupling, which is not accessible in natural graphene [4].

Current methods of artificial graphene building can be
divided into four classes: honeycomb optic lattices with
trapped ultracold atoms [5, 6]; photonic crystals with
honeycomb-like symmetry [7–9]; high mobility of a 2D
electron gas under honeycomb external potential [10–13],
and honeycomb superlattices of molecules and nano-
particles [14, 15]. It is common for these cases that
interactions inside individual particles, forming the gra-
phene-like lattice, or regions of space with large external
potential is substantially greater than the interaction
between the particles or regions of space. This condition
underlies the simple theory described below. Using this
theory, we describe here new types of superlattices
exhibiting the graphene-like features of the band structure.
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2 Theory and methods
2.1 Theoretical foundation To prove that the band

structure of a periodic structure formed from weakly
contacting equivalent nanoparticles may have Dirac cones,
we present here two theoretical justifications.

Suppose that there are isolated identical nanoparticles of
a nearly spherical shape. We can also assume that some
electrons in the nanoparticle, which are close to the Fermi
level, would have spherically shaped wave functions
fisolatedðrÞ. To find an electronic band structure of such
periodic lattice, the standard perturbation theory (PT) for a
degenerate case can be used, assuming that the interaction
and overlapping of the individual particles electronic
wavefunctions is weak. One can use the Bloch theorem:

ckðrÞ ¼
1

Ncells

XNcells

l¼1

eiklfisolatedðr� lÞ: ð1Þ

For simplicity, we assume that the graphene-like
honeycomb hexagonal lattice is built from identical
nanoparticles. So, the unit cell vectors are

a1 ¼ a
2

3;
ffiffiffi
3

p� �
; a2 ¼ a

2
3;�

ffiffiffi
3

p� �
; ð2Þ

where a is the interparticle distance. The corresponding
reciprocal lattice vectors b1 and b2, defined by the condition
aibj ¼ 2pdij are then

b1 ¼ 2p
3a

1;
ffiffiffi
3

p� �
; b2 ¼ 2p

3a
1;�

ffiffiffi
3

p� �
: ð3Þ

The first Brillouin zone (FBZ) of the hexagonal
reciprocal lattice has six points at the corners (Dirac
points), separated into two inequivalent groups, labeled K
and K0, having coordinates

K ¼ 2p
3a

1;
1ffiffiffi
3

p
� �

; K0 ¼ 2p
3a

1;� 1ffiffiffi
3

p
� �

: ð4Þ

It is easy to show that 1þ eiKa1 þ eiKa2 ¼ 0 for both
Dirac points.

Taking into account that the equivalent nanoparticles
interaction is weak, PT for a degenerate case leads to the
secular equation

det
V11 � DE V12ð1þ eika1 þ eika2Þ

V21ð1þ e�ika1 þ e�ika2Þ V22 � DE

 !

¼ 0:

ð5Þ

Here, V11 ¼ V22 ¼ hfisolatedðrÞ DUðrÞj jfisolatedðrÞi is the
nanoparticle energy levels shift due to an interaction
potential DUðrÞ ¼ UðrÞ � UisolatedðrÞ acting between
nearest nanoparticles, where fisolatedðrÞ is the
corresponding nanoparticle wave function, V12 ¼ V�

21 ¼

hfisolatedðrÞ DUðrÞj jfisolatedðr� lÞi is the matrix element of
interaction DUðrÞ between particles, where l defines the
vectors connecting nearest particles, and DE is the first-
order energy correction due to the interaction between
nanoparticles.

The factor ð1þ eika1 þ eika2Þ is responsible for the
interaction of the nanoparticle with its neighbors in the
same and in two neighboring unit cells. Calculating
the determinant (5), it is easy to find an expression for
the energy correction, which is linear in k wave vector
near the Dirac points

DEðkÞ ¼ V11 � V12j j 1þ eika1 þ eika2
�� ��: ð6Þ

In accordance with the above expression, for the case
k¼K or K0 Dirac points, the energy correction DEðkÞ=0,
but for small deviations from these points the factor
1þ eika þ eikb
�� �� will be linear in relation to the
k�Kj j or k�K0j j which explains the Dirac cones appear-
ance in these points.

The same result can be obtained easily with help of
a tight-binding model, where the total band electron energy
E(k) is calculated using a variational equation

EðkÞ ¼
R
c�

kðrÞ � �h2

2mr2 þ UðrÞ
n o

ckðrÞd3rR
c�

kðrÞckðrÞd3r
: ð7Þ

Assuming that the nanoparticles wave functions are
weakly overlapped for nearest particles only, Eqs. (1) and
(7) lead to

EðkÞ � Eisolated þ DE; DE ¼ �
X
l

eðlÞeikl; ð8Þ

eðlÞ ¼ �
Z

f�
isolatedðrþ lÞDUðrÞfisolatedðrÞd3r: ð9Þ

For identical particles of a nearly spherical shape and
that are equidistant from each other eðlÞ � const; so Dirac
cones will be also observed in the K and K0 points, whereX

l

eikl ¼ 0 ð10Þ

is satisfied in analogy to Eq. (6). In this work we have
investigated some lattices that consist of weakly interacting
nanoparticles, looking for Dirac cones, whose general
condition is the fulfillment of Eq. (10).

2.2 Computational details All calculations of geo-
metrical and electronic structures were conducted using
VASP 5.3 (Vienna ab-initio simulation package)
package [16–18] within the framework of DFT method [19,
20] in the plane wave basis set. The projector augmented
wave (PAW) method [21, 22] and the general gradient
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approximation (GGA) in the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
(PBE) form [23] were used in all calculations.

To determine whether the aggregation of the nano-
particles into a periodic lattice is energetically allowed, the
total energy of separated nanoparticles was calculated as
well. Having the energy of free-standing particles, the lattice
binding energy is calculated as:

Ebind ¼ Elat � 2Esingle; ð11Þ

whereEbind is the binding energy per unit cell,Elat is the total
energy of the unit cell, andEsingle is the total energy of a free-
standing nanoparticle having relaxed structure.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Planar honeycomb lattices First, silicon nano-

particles arranged in the 2D honeycomb lattice were
modeled. It is generally known that in the diamond-like
silicon lattice the [111] direction has an axis of symmetry of
order 3. So, if a honeycomb-like lattice is build up from a
crystal in a plane perpendicular to this axis, the atoms and
bonds would have the same symmetry axis. Separate
nanoparticles of two different sizes were obtained by cutting
out nearly spherical regions from the silicon lattice and
removing single-bonded atoms from the nanoparticle
surface. In doing so, the symmetry of third order remained
in the nanoparticles. It seems that the merging of these
nanoparticles into a planar lattice having the third-order
axis of symmetry, using—for example—an inert substrate
surface, can result in a graphene-like lattice formation
composed of these particles.

To do this, two kinds of nanoparticles were used. In
one case the nanoparticle contained 71 atoms, while its
diameter was equal to 14.5A

�
; in another, the nanoparticle

has 114 atoms and a diameter of 18.3A
�
, see Fig. 1. A full

optimization of the nanoparticle geometries were carried
out with the help of DFT calculations for both types of
nanoparticles.

To make the 2D graphene-like lattices (Fig. 2),
consisting of these nanoparticles, a unit cell with periodic
boundary conditions was built. It was sized according to (2)
and contained two particles described above. Then, the unit

cell height a3 in the direction perpendicular to the
honeycomb lattice plane was set to 30A

�
, which resulted

in at least 13A
�
of vacuum spacing between periodic images

of the graphene-like layers. This guaranteed the absence of
interactions between them.

Then, the lattice geometrical optimization was made
with respect to all atomic coordinates, until the maximal
force acting on all atoms was less than 0.1 eV/A

�
and with

respect to cell parameters, until the pressure in the plane was
less than 1 kbar. Both optimized geometries are listed in the
Supporting Information. For calculating integrals over the
first Brillouin zone (1 BZ), theMonkhorst–Pack scheme [24]
with improved tetrahedron method [25] was used. Mesh
sizes of 5� 5� 1 points, in the case of 71 atoms, and
3� 3� 1 points, in the case of 114 atoms, were sufficient for
full energy convergence within 0.01 eV. The cutoff energy
for the plane wave basis, Ecutoff was taken to be 245.3 eV.
After the structure optimization, the density of states (DOS)
and the band structure E(k) along G–K and K–M high-
symmetry directions were calculated for both types of
structures, see Figs. 3 and 4.

For the structure consisting of 114 atoms nanoparticles
the DOS pits at the Dirac cones (K points) are in good
agreement with the positions of some DOS peaks of the
isolated nanoparticle, corresponding to the particle local
levels, see Supporting Information, but that are not shown
here for the sake of simplicity. This is fully explained by the

Figure 1 The structure of silicon nanoparticle containing 71 (left
panel) and 114 (right panel) atoms. The dangling bonds show the
bonds formed between the particles when the honeycomb
superlattice is formed.

Figure 2 The honeycomb lattices of silicon nanoparticles
containing 71 and 114 atoms. Bold lines show the unit cells.
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formula (6), where the energy of the cone centers is defined
by the isolated particle local levels.

For isolated particles of 71 atoms the DOS peak
positions are not coincident (bias is�0.1 eV) with the Dirac
cone positions. It can be explained by the substantially
greater interparticle interactions compared to intraparticle
interactions and relatively large overlap of the wave
functions of individual particles in comparison with
the case of a 114-atom particles, where the particles
contacts are relatively much weaker and formula (6)
performed with greater accuracy.

Based on the resulting dispersion law, the derivative
dE=dk was found in the vicinity of the Dirac cone (K point),
to determine the group velocity of electrons according to
the formula

vFermi ¼ 1
�h
dE
dk

: ð12Þ

Figures 1 and 2 show the structures of nanoparticles and
the lattices they build up.

Using (11), the binding energies of the lattices consisting
of fully relaxed nanoparticles containing 71 or114 atoms
were calculated. They were equal to –7.39 and –12.27 eV,

respectively. These high values indicated that during
coagulation of the particles with relaxed surface they formed
multiple chemical bonds between themselves. Moreover, the
energies per atom in the resulting structures were –4.75 and
–4.80 eV, which is rather comparable to the cohesive energy
of silicon structure equal to –5.39 eV/atom according to our
calculations. The band structures of the lattices (Figs. 3 and 4)
showed several Dirac cones at the K points above and below
theFermi level. Thegroupvelocities, calculated for the cones,
which are the closest to the Fermi level, were equal to: for
the lattice of 71-atom nanoparticles—1.05� 105m/s; for
114-atom particles—0.53� 105m/s. These values are by
one order of magnitude less than the values for graphene
(�1� 106m/s [3]) and silicene (5.31 �105m/s [26]).

3.2 3D cubic superlattices In the second part of this
work, geometrical and electronic structure of a three-
dimensional cubic superlattice, containing 25-atom silicon
nanoclusters were calculated. Every cluster had six nearest-
neighbor equivalent clusters. To comply with cubic
symmetry of the lattice, the nanoclusters were taken in
the form of octahedra, where all atoms, except for some of
them on the nanocluster surface, were sixfold coordinated.
This cluster shape was used to easily create symmetrical
contacts between clusters, which was desirable to confirm
our approach. The discrepancy in the coordination number
(6) and the normal value (4) is possible, as in some
studies [27] it was shown that small stable silicon clusters
may have a significant number of atoms with coordination
number different from 4.

The value (–3.99 eV/atom) of the binding energy of
these relaxed octahedron clusters was close to the value
(–3.92 eV/atom) of the most stable clusters, defined by
similar DFT-GGA calculations [27].

First, the geometrical structure of a free-standing cluster
was optimized, then the clusters were combined into a
periodic lattice, and the whole structure was optimized once
again, see Supporting Information. The lattice parameter
was found to be 11.55A

�
. Then, the band structure was

obtained.
Following Eq. (10) for the Dirac cones appearance, the

band structure was analyzed in the vicinity of a two-
dimensional surface, that can be found as

cospðkx þ ky � kzÞ þ cospðkx � ky þ kzÞ
þ cospðkx � ky � kzÞ ¼ 0;

ð13Þ

where kx, ky, kz are the wave vector coordinates in the
reciprocal space. As a result of cluster aggregation, we
observed that the lowest valence energy level had been split
into two bands intersecting on this surface.

In the surface vicinity, a one-dimensional analog of the
Dirac cone can be found for different directions. Figure 5
shows the electronic dispersion along the G–C direction,
where the point C having coordinates {1/3; 1/3; 2/3},
belongs to the intersection surface and satisfies Eqs. (10) and

Figure 3 Band structure and DOS of the honeycomb lattice
consisting of 71-atom silicon nanoparticles. 0 corresponds to the
Fermi level. Energy units are in eV.

Figure 4 Band structure and DOS of the honeycomb lattice
consisting of 114-atom silicon nanoparticles. 0 corresponds to the
Fermi level. Energy units are in eV.
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(13). It could be observed that the intersection of two zones
occurs at this point. Because of the very small zones
dispersion (� 0.01 eV) it was difficult to build a correct DOS
for this energy range, so the DOS is not shown there. An
absence of other zones intersections along the G–C direction
can be explained by a significant overlap of wavefunctions
corresponding to the nanocluster high energy levels, which
does not allow using the perturbation theory (formula (6)).

Using Eq. (12), the group velocity was estimated to be
4.5 �103m/s for this 3D case.

4 Conclusions It is shown that the presence of Dirac
cones in the band structure is a common case for structures
where Eq. (10) is fulfilled, in particular for the planar
honeycomb structure built of small silicon nanoparticles. It
is also demonstrated that Dirac cones for different directions
can be found in three-dimensional structures, for example,
in the simple cubic structure constructed from identical
silicon nanoparticles.

Supporting Information
Additional supporting information may be found in the
online version of this article at the publisher’s web-site.
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